Mathematics for Young Children. A Summary of Research and Related Literature.

This booklet provides an annotated list of 48 research reports related to mathematics teaching and learning of primary school children, and a bibliographic listing of 102 additional papers dealing with these topics. Each bibliography is organized into five major divisions: (1) growth and development of children, (2) development of mathematical thought in children, (3) mathematical content appropriate for young children, (4) strategies of teaching mathematical concepts to young children, and (5) assessment and evaluation of mathematical learning.
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The development of sound mathematical programs for young children requires careful study and research. The identification of objectives, which take into account the importance and relevance of mathematical learning for the young child -- and for society -- is a difficult and complex process. For example:

1. Certain objectives relate to the nature of mathematics, itself. Mathematics is a science, a social science, a language, and a way of thinking about space, form and quantity;

2. Certain objectives are cognitive and relate to basic mental processes involved in learning. These are concerned with the role of "play" and intuition, with abstracting, classifying, and generalizing ideas, and with the use of symbolic thought in mathematical learning;

3. Other objectives are individual and personal and relate to research findings with reference to the physical, social, intellectual and affective growth and development of the child;

4. Still other objectives are pedagogical in nature and have clear reference for the selection and organization of mathematical learnings into continuous learning sequences, and for the teaching strategies employed in successfully presenting these learnings to the child.

*Prepared by Charlotte W. Junge, with the assistance and cooperation of Patricia Campbell and Thomas Denmark (mathematics Project, Florida State University).
The question of the relative emphasis to be given these different objectives in planning and conducting satisfactory mathematical programs for young children need not be left to chance, nor to the individual preferences of teachers and curriculum makers. Current literature in child growth and development and mathematics education can provide broad guidelines for curriculum and instruction.

The following, selected, condensed research summaries are presented in the hope they will provide conference participants with a background of the current thinking regarding mathematics and the young child, and that this background will be helpful in conference discussions. The literature reviewed is representative of the great amount of data available to the serious educator, and is in no way all-inclusive.

PART II: RESEARCH SUMMARIES

AREA 1: Studies Related to the Growth and Development of Children

Current literature indicates the crucial importance of the experiences of the infant and young child in the individual's capacity to function in later life. Emergent programs in Early Childhood Education, having language development as their core, incorporate basic concern for affective and cognitive development.

Braun, Frederick G. The child from six to eight -- developmental growth patterns. Paper presented at the meeting of the International Reading Association, Anaheim, California, May 6-9, 1970. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No ED 045 325.)

The author presents his assessment as to why children have reading problems and makes suggestions for improving reading instruction. Specifically, the author states that current practices in many classrooms interfere with growth patterns on which the ability to read is dependent. To alleviate this the teacher should have more freedom to interact with individual children, greater flexibility in scheduling and adaptation of materials to fit the child, and further training to become a better decision-maker in the areas of curriculum, instruction, and management. The classroom environment must be arranged to provide for self-directedness through child planning and decision-making to encourage the building of a positive self-concept by creating an atmosphere which is free of fear and failure. References are included.


Report of a study which collected data from which the cognitive processes of the prekindergarten child could be analyzed. 53 children, aged 3½ to 4½ years, interacted with the Kindergarten Evaluation of Learning Potential (KELP) instrument for approximately twenty
3.

minutes each day over a twelve week period. At age 4\(\frac{1}{2}\), children are significantly better able to conceptualize preacademic skills than at age 4. This supports Piaget's theory that children develop the ability to generalize at about age 4.


The author describes five common misconceptions about how children learn and discusses the implications for curriculum development. The following is a brief summary of these misconceptions and Elkind's view of learning. (1) Young children are most like adults in their thinking and least like adults in their feelings. Since children are often quite capable with linguistic skills, adults overestimate their capacity to think. (2) Children learn best while sitting still and listening. Actually a child learns through engaging in real actions involving tangible objects. (3) A child can learn and operate according to rules. This is not the case. Young children of primary age cannot learn rules. (4) Acceleration is preferable to elaboration. A child who elaborates the skills he possesses is more likely to be better prepared for future learning than a child who learns a great deal in a short time and does not assimilate what he has learned. (5) Parents and teachers can raise a child's IQ. Enrichment does not increase intellectual ability, but it does affect how a child uses his ability.


In order to investigate the question "How do children think about language in its spoken and written forms?" twelve 5-6 year olds were interviewed. These children, entering the first grade, did not understand the meaning of such basic terminology as "word" and "sound." Testing at the end of the year revealed, that the children had made little progress towards developing a meaningful understanding of these concepts. The children also confused the meaning of such word pairs as "letters and numbers" or "write and draw."


Language as an identifiable cognitive behavior must be studied in relation to identity and memory, all of those structures undergo progressive changes as the child develops. The organization of the development of the organism depends upon relatively orderly structures of growth, following foreseeable pathways or creodes. The process occurring within each creode, however, are susceptible to certain environmental modifications. The acquisition of language parallels
the development of identity and renders it meaningful. The style of reasoning used by a child is very much related to the language used and a close relationship exists between the structure of a term and the developmental stages of seriation. Cognitive operations never exist in isolation; the acquisition of one enhances or potentiates the acquisition of another.

The development of the memory schema lies within the development confines of identity and language. It is only under the circumstances of the changed and changing schema that memory becomes not more accurate but more in concert with the other same-level cognitions and modalities of thinking. The observation of qualitative differences of behavior at different chronological levels establishes memory as possessing the structure(s) through which identity is assimilated and language accommodated. Memory, and its manifestation via increasingly accurate reproduction of the original stimulus, is an integrative and integrated factor in cognitive growth.


This is a survey of studies sponsored by National Institute of Mental Health. The authors identified and correlated ideas, themes, perspectives and issues related to child development. Growth and development happens when a child is engaged with actions with other people. Growth and development was most effective when conditions are playful and pleasurable, as opposed to imposed training in the proper way. Disadvantaged children are turned off by failure to create such actions. Action is not just motion; it has certain specific characteristics: (1) Action is double directed, that is, each child relates to himself and to others at the same time. (2) Action binds the child to people and to things. (3) Action involves mutuality and reciprocity between the child and his caretaker. Research seems to reject development as a simple maturational process, since action is a reciprocal relation; further, recent research does not support the notion that a child is infinitely malleable, since action must be mutual.

The stimulation for action must be within the range of a child's capabilities. However, stimuli with high uncertainty of outcome are more effective. Satisfaction and fulfillment are generators of development. The thrusts for action must be open for a child to explore and directed to move him forward.

Implications for cognition development are:

(1) There are inherent characteristics which affect cognitive development.
(2) Cognitive development involves a maturational process in hierarchical stages, each stage building on previous stages.
(3) Cognition growth occurs through motivation to master the new and the more difficult.

(4) Cognitive development is highly influenced by a child's interaction with his social and physical environments.

(5) A child moves from dominances by his environment to dominance by his own capabilities through cognitive development.

(6) Cognition grows as a child becomes more differentiated.

(7) Language development is related to cognitive development.


The purpose of this study was to investigate the development of readiness and IQ performance among Head Start pupils as compared with non-Head Start pupils. The subjects were 192 first graders from six inner city Chicago schools. All of the children came from the same community and were considered to be socially disadvantaged. The results of the study indicated that readiness, as measured by the Metropolitan Readiness Test, and intelligence test performance, as measured by the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test, was significantly higher among children who had a full year of Head Start. And that these gains were stabilized during the first year of school.


"How does a child learn to relate to his own experiences to the formal means of communication?" To answer this question, the author conducted taped interviews with seven children. Based on the subsequent analysis of the tapes, the author maintained that the innate pre-dispositions that underlie the development of cognitive ability to organize and structure experience, also underlie language development.


Final report of a project which attempted to conceptualize and map cognitive processes and structure. Their conception of cognitive structure and of the educational process and their perspective on cognitive functioning differs fundamentally from Piaget and other investigators. In this study, cognitive structures are viewed as entities, which are usually presented by a mathematical object. Such cognitive structures exist in a child for some period of time; they may or may not be activated. If activated, the cognitive structure can be assimilated in a given situation and evidence of this activation would be observable in the child's behavior. A
variety of cognitive structure types exist, each with its own characteristics. These types of cognitive structures exist within each individual at a certain period of development. The cognitive structures may be discrete or continuous. Growth of knowledge is the integration of cognitive structures of each type into a larger structure.

AREA 2: Studies Related to the Development of Mathematical Thought in Children

It is believed that human learning passes through certain sequential stages which parallel the growth of ability in children to deal with mathematical ideas in a logical fashion. The rate at which a learner moves through these stages varies with the individual learner.


A total of 156 kindergarten children were given Piagetian number conservation tasks involving conservation of inequality. Partial confirmation was given to the hypotheses that conservation is more likely (a) with high interest task materials (candy, toys) than with low interest materials (beans, checkers), and (b) with smaller aggregate sizes. Conservation ability was manifested significantly more often by middle-class than by lower-class children. A positive correlation was found between conservation performance on a task involving addition and subtraction concepts.

Carpenter, Thomas Phelps. The role of equivalence and order relations in the development and coordination of the concepts of unit size and number of units in selected conservation type measurement problems. (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts International, 32, 1972, 448A.

This study was designed to investigate the development of certain measurement concepts, to relate this to the development of conservation, and to determine the role of equivalence and nonequivalence relations in conservation and measurement problems. 218 subjects in grades K-2 were individually tested on four to nine items selected from a set of eighteen conservation and measurement problems. Each problem was administered in situations employing different combinations of equivalence or nonequivalence relations. Results were: (1) No significant difference in the problems due to combinations of equivalence or nonequivalence relations; (2) Most first and second graders could use measurement to compare quantities, however, many do not understand the need for a constant unit of measure and err when using more than one unit of measure; (3) Numerical conflicts, due to different units of measure, resulted in the same degree of error as visual conflict, due to pouring liquids into
different shaped containers; and (4) Most errors result from the child entering on an immediate dominant dimension.


This investigation was designed to identify scales indicative of the development of problem-solving behavior in young children and to discover whether children of different backgrounds exhibit similarities in the order of development and levels of achievement of problem-solving behaviors. 1,430 children (770 from "advantaged" economic backgrounds and 660 from "disadvantaged" economic backgrounds) ranging from four to six years of age (same number of children in each three month interval in the age range), were tested on items from twenty-two listed. Conclusions were: (1) same order among children of extremely different backgrounds; (2) There are particular problem-solving and disadvantaged children; and (3) Many items on the tests did not scale reliable for the disadvantaged children.


This study attempted to evaluate the influences of social class and verbal ability as determinants of performance on Piagetian concrete operations tasks. A sample of 160 subjects (kindergarten to fourth grade) were matched on socioeconomic status and verbal ability levels. A battery of Piagetian tasks was administered. Results indicated: an absence of significant socioeconomic status effects for any of the Piagetian tasks; a significant main effect for the verbal ability and age grade level factors on the majority of tasks excluding unidimensional height seriation; and a general absence of sex main effects on higher order interactions. The lack of differences with regard to socioeconomic status levels indicates that previous research which revealed such influences may have had socioeconomic status confounded to varying degrees with differences in underlying verbal skills.


Investigated the previous finding that identity conservation develops prior to equivalence conservation. Seventy-two kindergarten, first and second graders were given three conservation tasks: (1) Identity; (2) Equivalence 1, in which the perceptual cues were comparable to those in Identity; and (3) Equivalence 2, the traditional Piagetian conservation task. Each task was administered under two levels of transformation. 86% conserved in an all-or-none fashion, and 10%
passed equivalence while failing identity, thus contradicting the developmental priority of identity conservation.


The purpose of the study was to investigate the relationship between intelligence and performance in Piagetian-type tasks, to explore the relative effects of CA and MA on performance of cognitive tasks, to determine whether acquisition of conservation, seriation, and class inclusion occurred concurrently or in an invariant order, and to examine the response patterns for characteristics which differentiated between IQ groups. Eighty children of "average" and "superior" IQ were given a series of 3 conservation, 3 seriation, and 3 class inclusion tasks at age 4½-5 years and again when aged 6½-7 years. Comparisons revealed many qualitative differences at 4½-5 years level, both qualitative and "stage" differences at 6½-7 year level.


Forty-eight 5-8 year old nonconservers of weight were divided into four groups and given four training treatments for conservation of weight. The training variables were: presence vs. absence of reinforcement and active vs. passive participation. Reinforcement facilitated acquisition but active participation had no effect. It was concluded that conservation of weight was learned through the use of reinforcement in the training procedures used.


Investigated the developmental priority of identity conservation as contrasted with equivalence conservation using quantity and number conservation tasks. Subjects were 60 four, five, and six-year old children of middle socioeconomic class background. It was concluded that identity concepts develop prior to equivalence concepts when the content area is quantity conservation. In contrast, clear-cut conclusions cannot be made about number conservation.


In a study involving 80 5-7 year old nonconservers of quantity, Schnall et. al. investigated Piaget's distinction between "empirical return" and reversibility in relation to conservation. The subjects underwent three trials on a conservation of quantity task under one of the following conditions: (a) Experimenter spread 1 row of
elements by hand; (b) Subject spread elements by hand; (c) Subject spread elements by stretching an elastic strip on which elements were attached; (d) Subject spread by means of a nonelastic cardboard device. The elasticity condition involving bidirectional tension modeled the characteristic of operational reversibility, and this condition alone led to significant induction of conservation judgments, thus supporting Piaget's distinction.


This document is the report of a study which used linear measurement as its basis for introductory mathematics. The subjects were taught the physical operations of linear measurement providing practice in addition, subtraction, and other concepts with little or no pencil and paper arithmetic. 161 children in the last half of kindergarten and in first grade received the measurement instruction. A comparison group from two comparable schools was taught under the usual curriculum. Throughout the study, treatment and comparison groups did not differ in general conservation performance. However, an ancillary study demonstrated that linear measurement competence is preliminary to linear conservation, contrary to Piaget’s contention that a child must conserve before learning to measure. After five or six months of treatment, the measurement group was superior in measuring competence, but slightly inferior in “typical” first-grade mathematics.


Sought to determine whether a number of specific counting and numeration behaviors emerge within children in a fixed developmental sequence; at what point in the development of mathematical behaviors the use of numerical representation normally appears; and what relationship holds between development of counting skills and development of one-to-one correspondence operations. The subjects were 78 kindergarten children in an urban public school. Results of analysis of performance on a battery of tests suggested: (1) A reliable sequence of skills in using numerals; (2) The dependence of learning numerals upon prior acquisition of counting skills for sets of the size represented; (3) Acquisition of numeral reading for small sets before learning to count larger sets; and (4) The independence of counting and one-to-one correspondence operations in young children.
Weaver, J. Fred. Some concerns about the application of Piaget's theory and research to mathematical learning and instruction. Arithmetic Teacher, 19, 1972, 263-270.

The author expresses his concern over the "rapid growth of a cult that assigns to Piaget a messianic role in relation to education."
Concerns are: (1) The need for inferences for instruction to differ from inferences based on Piaget's conclusions; (2) Common practice of educators to justify their programs by citing Piaget; and (3) Questions concerning Piaget's view of the relation between learning and development.

AREA 3: Studies of Mathematical Content Appropriate For Young Children

Current studies indicate key mathematical concepts having social and mathematical significance for young children. The studies emphasize the inter-locking nature of mathematical concepts and the importance of observing, discussing, and reasoning in the development of ideas fundamental to later learning.


Details of arithmetic topics proposed for inclusion in a modern elementary mathematics program and a rationale for the selection of these topics are given. The sequence of topics is also discussed.


A study of twenty-five kindergarten students, from culturally advantaged homes, involved in a study of intuitive geometry. Children were pre-tested on the SMSG Fall Inventory Test. Content included (1) Matching, naming, and identifying the circle, triangle, square, and rectangle; (2) Differentiating the circle and circular region; (3) Ordering similar shapes according to size; (4) Constructing geometric shapes on 'nail boards' using rubber bands; and (5) Relating familiar geometric shapes to real life objects. Instruction was structured but informal. Active participation of the learner and concrete, manipulative aids characterized the instruction. Results indicate children learned and enjoyed this planned experience.

This text is actually a manual for nursery or kindergarten teachers who wish to incorporate the diagnostic approach into their philosophy and methods; it is a source of ideas presenting diagnostic procedures, assessment techniques, and instructional activities. Volume I describes the diagnostic philosophy of observation, assessment, and record keeping with an emphasis on procedures to assess the child's learning needs and strengths. Volume II is a collection of learning activities in the areas of motor skills, language development, and social-emotional development.


The purpose of this study was to develop a kindergarten mathematics program implemented through in-service teacher's meetings. The author designed a program entitled One and One More which was used for one quarter by 277 kindergarten children, under eleven teachers, in ten Van Dyke, Michigan elementary schools. The teachers participated in three workshops; pre-tests and post-tests were administered. Results indicate that these kindergarten children benefited from the mathematics instruction. There was unequal achievement in the areas concerning weight, numeral sequence, memory and kinesthetic response, supporting the Piagetian concept of maturation and learning.


The purpose of this study was to determine the preschooler's numerical skills, namely counting and numeration or conservation. Sixty children (35 children ages 3.5 to 5.4 enrolled in the University of Tennessee nursery school and 25 children aged 5.0 to 6.7 enrolled in the Knox County Head Start Project) were presented with a number of tasks designed to assess skills in counting and enumeration. Contrary to expectations, some counting tasks were more difficult than enumeration tasks, although both did show age trends. Results showed that children who could count from any given point (regardless of age) consistently performed better on all other numerical tasks, indicating that fluent counting may not depend primarily on rote factors. Findings seemed to support Piaget's analysis of numerical development.


Children ages seven to eleven were taught a series of lessons in geometry over a three week period. Teachers were given freedom to use whatever concrete materials they considered appropriate. Concepts taught included (1) Recognition of plane figures; (2) Nets; (3) Symmetry about a line; (4) Reflection; (5) Rotation;
(6) Translation; (7) Bending and stretching; and (8) Networks. Conclusions indicate performance by seven to eight age group was sometimes low; performance by eight to eleven age group was satisfactory and, in certain areas, high. Performances were better as the age range increased. Researcher believes the results indicate that this kind of geometry can be successfully studied by children of different ages.


In a follow-up of the prior study Shah found that first, second and third grade students could be successfully taught concepts of solids, sheets, lines, networks, order, and betweeness.


This study investigates interrelationships among four- and five-year old children's ability to (1) Conserve length relations not involving the asymmetric property and consequences; (2) Use the reflexive and non-reflexive properties of length relations at two different points in time. Conclusions show (a) that an ability to conserve length relations (not involving the assymetric property and consequences) precedes an ability to conserve length relations involving the assymetric property and consequences; (b) an ability to conserve length relations involving the assymetric property and consequences precedes an ability to use transitivity of length relations; and (c) an ability to use reflexive and non-reflexive properties is not related to an ability to conserve length relations.


The purpose of this study was to assess the performance of subjects who were given instruction in transformational geometry as compared with subjects who received minimal introductory instruction on transformational geometry terminology and concepts. 63 pupils randomly selected from a population of 106 average or above-average second and third graders from two schools in Jackson County, Georgia, were randomly assigned to the two treatment groups. The experimental group received twelve lessons and the control group received one lesson concerning rigid motion and congruence concepts. Results indicated that after instruction the experimental subjects performed significantly better on the geometry achievement tests, but no significant difference was noted on the spatial ability tests. This seems to imply that children can learn transformational geometry skills, but that they have difficulty applying these skills to more general tasks.
AREA 4: Studies Related to Strategies of Teaching Mathematical Concepts to Young Children

Research on teaching strategies explores the relative merits of expository, discovery, and programmed approaches to teaching and the impact of classroom organization on learning. Use of concrete and manipulative materials, laboratory and small group activity and individualized approaches to learning have been studied with reference to their value for teaching mathematics.


This study compared the guided discovery, discovery, and didactic (rule-example) teaching of mathematics. Forty-one kindergarten children (all but one black) from three classes in Durham, North Carolina, were taught the same basic math curriculum by one of the three teaching strategies. The teachers involved rotated, each eventually teaching all three strategies. Pre-tests, post-tests and retention tests were administered. Results indicate that the rule-example method (didactic) may be most efficient for mastery of content at the early stages of the curriculum, while guided discovery appears to be more efficient for mastery of more complex principles.


The purpose of this study was to determine whether first-grade children who had studied addition facts without emphasis on closed number sentences could make correct decisions about basic addition ideas stated as either true or false number sentences. 130 first graders from six classes in two schools in Urbana, Illinois were administered an author-made measurement instrument consisting of basic addition combinations (presented as both open number sentences and vertical problems) and closed number sentences which were to be labeled either true or false. Results indicate that these children could make decisions about the addition statements truth or falsity with a reasonable higher degree of accuracy.

A study to determine whether there were differences in the learning of groups of children who learned a specified principle represented by a concrete or symbolic model. Ninety-five second-grade children, divided into eight groups were taught multiplication as union of equivalent, disjoint sets. At the end of the instructional period all groups of children had learned the principle to the point of direct recall. Groups of children who had learned with the symbolic model were able to transfer their learning better than those groups who had learned with the concrete model. Conclusions appear to indicate that for certain groups of children, learning a specific principle, a symbolic model may provide a better mode for enhancing learning than a concrete model.


This study describes the Nuffield Mathematics Teaching Project as it is currently in use in a sample of British schools. A sample of eleven schools, eight teachers' centers, eleven teachers, six headteachers and six wardens was chosen on the basis of the geographical location and socioeconomic status of the schools or centers. Data was collected by means of questionnaires, personal interviews and personal observations, along with examination of materials published by the Project and literature pertaining to the Project. Results depict the Nuffield Project as attempting to change the mathematics content and instructional strategies used with children aged five to thirteen. Emphasis was placed on a concrete approach to mathematics, discovery learning, and a need to relate mathematics to the experiences of the children. The major force behind the Project seems to be the teacher's centers which provide in-service education for teachers, as well as contributing to curriculum development.


Non-cued Discovery (NCD), Perceptual Cue Guided Discovery (PCG) and Verbal Didactic (VDI) instructional procedures...
for teaching number conservation were compared with each other and with a control to evaluate the discovery learning hypothesis of greater and more enduring learning with ready transfer to new situations. One hundred and twenty kindergarten subjects from schools primarily populated by students from low socio-economic areas were randomly assigned to one of the four treatments after a pre-test on number conservation and transfer. The three experimental groups each received training in two sessions, the control group received no training. Post-tests indicated that the VDI group was superior to either discovery treatment. Both the PCG and the VDI treatments were superior to the NGD and the control groups on the retention measure. Although some transfer value of the training was apparent, no significant treatment differences emerged.


An exploratory study designed to examine whether explanation of terms via a process-by-attribute instructional approach would help children's performance on non-standard comparison tasks involving that attribute. A total of seventy-one children were in the study. The study was conducted with kindergarten children in a pre-test, post-test, non-equivalent control group design with another treatment group not receiving the pre-test. The treatment involved three days of brief instruction concerning the definition, comparison, and representation of length. Results indicate (a) that the process-by-attribute instruction in this study did yield significant performance gains; and (b) that it is difficult to force, or convince, or persuade, or teach children to abandon perceptual misconceptions which are a phenomenon of children's thinking and one not unique to particular subjects.


This study compared the effect of the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) first grade program on the first grader's ability to use simple logic as evidenced by their performance on Piagetian conservation tasks. One hundred and twenty beginning first graders were assigned to two treatment groups utilizing either the SCIS program or a science program from a textbook series. The remainder of the curriculum was identical for the two groups. A Piagetian-type pre-test involving six conservation tasks was administered during the first week of school; a post-test consisting of the same facts was given in the first week of the following February. Results indicate that the SCIS group scored significantly higher in every conservation task except area.

This study attempted to determine what effects two introductory methods of instruction and socioeconomic status have on the mathematical understanding of first graders. Two schools, designated as low socioeconomic status, and two schools, designated as middle socioeconomic status, were randomly selected; three classes from each socioeconomic group were randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups for thirty consecutive school days. The treatment groups received reinforcement of mathematical concepts by follow-up activities involving either pencil and paper or manipulative materials. Results from the pre- and post-test, Metropolitan Readiness Test, Forms A and B, indicate no significant difference between the methods. Results from an author made Oral Test of Understanding indicate that children from the manipulative materials group scored significantly higher, both in the number of correct responses and in the levels of understanding.

AREA 5: Studies Related to Assessment and Evaluation of Mathematical Learning

Research studies indicate new approaches and techniques in evaluating readiness to learn, interest levels in learning, and achievement of mathematical understandings. Findings indicate the values of evaluation as an integral part of the teaching-learning sequence.


This report is a summary of the recommendations of a panel consisting of 15 experts in child development, early childhood education and measurement which met in September, 1972, to assist the Office of Child Development in establishing priorities in improving tests and measurements for young children.

These three volumes describe seventy-three observation instruments for quantifying and collecting objective data concerning behavior. Volume I presents an overview of the instruments, categorizes the measurements, considers those systems which contain developmental measures, and abstracts each instrument. Volumes II and III contain the detailed anthology of the seventy-three early childhood instruments.


This article presents three testing instruments to measure primary grade children's self-concept, attitudinal range (attitude toward peers, home, school and society) and motivation (with respect to school learning). Results concerning the reliability and validity of each of the instruments on various populations are presented; reliabilities of these instruments seemed to be satisfactory for research use, but not for individual diagnosis. Because of their semi-protective nature, these instruments seem to trigger spontaneous responses by the child and may prove useful as a stimulus and guide for interviews rather than as tests per se.


This study attempted to determine if performance on Piagetian tasks can be predicted from Stanford-Benet Mental Age or IQ. Subjects were 143 children of bright, average and retarded psychometric abilities. The bright and average children were chronologically aged from 5 to 7 years; the retarded children were mentally aged from 5 to 7 years and chronologically aged from 6 to 12 years.

Fifteen Piagetian-type tasks were individually administered in three sessions. Results showed: (1) Children with higher IQ develop through Piagetian stages faster than children with lower IQ; (2) Prior to the period of concrete operations, high IQ children tend to think more in a pre-operational way than other children of the same mental age but lower IQ. This seemed to suggest that psychometric tests and Piagetian tasks reflect two kinds of intelligence; experience seemed to be an important factor in the development of Piagetian intelligence.
This text is a guide to over 300 measures of child behavior and development not available from test publishers. These tests are listed under one of ten descriptive categories (e.g., cognition, language and number skills, motor skills). Each listing cites the author, age level, type of measure, description of measure, source of measure, reliability, validity and a bibliography of projects using the measure.


This study compared the effectiveness of tests built from tasks devised by Gesell and Piaget as predictors of first-grade children attending one elementary school in Suffolk County, Long Island, New York, who were tested in kindergarten on the Gesell School Readiness Tests, a test built from Piaget's tasks and the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, Level 1, Form A. At the end of the first grade they were administered the Stanford Achievement Test, Primary I level as a basis for comparison. The three tests were found to be excellent predictors of achievement.


The Comprehensive Mathematics Inventory (CMI) consists of 200 items arranged in seven areas: money, number, vocabulary, (Part I) geometry, measurement, recall, and pattern identification (Part II). Each item is based upon testing materials consisting of pictorial presentations and manipulative objects. In a pilot study, 727 entering first graders from six school districts and thirty classrooms in an urban area were tested by the CMI. Reliability estimates ranged from .91 to .94 for Part I and from .83 to .87 for Part II. The use of the CMI for classroom or general use is restricted by its length and the need for individual administration by trained examiners.

This article describes the development and reliability of the first phase of the Schwartz Early Mathematics Inventory (SEMI) which was devised to assess, via a group paper and pencil instrument, the mathematical achievement of children aged 3-5. 215 kindergarten children from northern Georgia, aged from 5 years to 6 years 5 months, were administered the test in groups of twelve children. A reliability of .94 was obtained. The children had the physical and emotional attributes necessary for completing the inventory. Further research concerning validation of the instrument for three- and four-year olds is planned.


This text identifies tests developed and used in research publications and doctoral dissertations related to mathematics education during 1964-73. The annotated listing includes the title, developer, content, format, sample, reliability, correlations, validity and references. The supplementary listing includes tests for which no information concerning reliability or validity was available. Tests are indexed by type and author.
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